BIZARRE MURDERS AND TRAGIC EVENTS
The Dark Side of Mars Out of Bounds
with Tony Howard
“The most important kind of freedom is to be what you really are. You trade in your reality for a role. You trade in your sense for an act. You give up your ability to feel, and in exchange, put on a mask. There can't be any large-scale revolution until there's a personal revolution, on an individual level. It's got to happen inside first.”

Mars in Gemini, out of bounds, retrograde, conjunct Uranus and opposite the Sun.
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STONE COLD KILLERS
Inner Ring:
Jodie Foster
November 19, 1962
8:14 AM
Los Angeles, California
34°N03'08" 118°W14'34"
Standard Time
Time Zone: 8 hours West
Tropical Placidus
NATAL CHART

Outer Ring:
John Hinckley
May 29, 1955
11:42 PM
Ardmore, Oklahoma
34°10'97 W 09
Standard Time
Time Zone: 6 hours West
Tropical Placidus
NATAL CHART
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Inner Ring:
Ronald Reagan
February 6, 1911
4:16 AM
Tampico, Illinois
41°N3749°, 89°W47°10"
Standard Time
Time Zone: 6 hours West
Tropical Placidus
NATAL CHART

Outer Ring:
John Hinckley
May 29, 1955
11:42 PM
Ardmore, Oklahoma
34°N 10°, 97°W 09°
Standard Time
Time Zone: 6 hours West
Tropical Placidus
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MARK DAVID CHAPMAN
JULIET HULME and PAULINE PARKER

Un-Heavenly Creatures
ANNE PERRY
(Juliet Hulme)
Shortly after the murder. Leaving the magistrates court after being committed for trial. Parker is on the left. She had just turned 16 and Hulme would turn 16 soon thereafter.
NATHAN LEO PO LD & RICHARD LO EB

Inspiration for the film Rope
Inner Ring:
Nancy Spungen
February 27, 1958
6:52 AM
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
39 N 57° 75 W 10
Standard Time
Time Zone: 5 hours West
Tropical Placidus
NATAL CHART

Outer Ring:
Sid Vicious
May 10, 1957
7:09 PM
London, England
51 N 30° 0 W 10
Daylight Saving Time
Time Zone: 0 hours West
Tropical Placidus
NATAL CHART
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VICTIMS OF VIOLENCE
World Event Correlations

- 9/11 attack
- JFK assassination
- First person steps on Moon
- Watergate break-in
- Charles Manson murders
- 2017 Portland MAX murders
- 2017 London Bridge attack and stabbing

- Same sex marriage passed in USA
- First spacecraft to visit Pluto does flyby
- USSR dissolved
- Start of WWII
- End of Gulf War
THE SHOOTERS
US Mass Shootings

Data for 21 event dates
- Mars out of bounds - 3
- Venus out of bounds - 3
- Mercury out of bounds - 2
- No out of bounds - 12

Data for 21 shooters
- Mars out of bounds - 4
- Venus out of bounds - 0
- Mercury out of bounds - 1
- Moon out of bounds - 4
- No out of bounds - 13
Farook and Malik
LIFE’S WORK on VIOLENCE

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
STEVEN PINKER
THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE
WHY VIOLENCE HAS DECLINED

STEVEN PINKER
THANK YOU!

For more of my work visit my blog at http://www.astroraven.com/
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